19
S1
No!
Nol! No!

S2
No!
Nol! No!

A
No!
Nol! No!

Pf
play wrong notes!
play wrong notes!

the conductor turns angrily to the pianist

24
S1
No! No! No! Please! (the conductor) Oh yeah!

S2
No! No! No!
Oh yeah!

A
No! No! No!
Oh yeah!

Pf
(ff) (full hands) (disappointment) (f)
Don't listen to the lyrics
wah bah dap doo bee deh yo ah

Don't listen to the lyrics
wah bah dap doo bee deh yo ah

Listen to the music!
mu-si-ca wee bee dee dah bah dah bah

Listen to the music!
mu-si-ca wee bee dee dah bah dah bah

tongue-click

doo ee ah ee ah woo bee dap dah sssh

Doo ee ah ee ah woo bee dap dah ah
bah dah bah dah dah dah dah!
bah doo bah doo bah doo bah doo dah!

too doom too doom A - HA!!

too doom too doom A - HA!!

dah bah doo dah

listen to the (hands)
sea, fine, much, dear, translate and

sea, fine, much, dear, translate and

sea, fine, much, dear, translate and

try to understand!

try to understand!

try to understand!

try to understand!
S1: "cs! wah bah dap doo bee deh yo ah"

S2: "cs! wah bah dap doo bee deh yo ah"

A: "too doom too doom"

Pf: "f"

S1: "listen to the music musical S1/ S2"

S2: "listen to the music musical"

A: "too doom too musical"

Pf: "f"